ACP Publications and Dissemination Policy

This ACP Publication Dissemination Policy (Revised, March 6, 2021) complements general and report-specific disclaimers as printed in any/all Association of Controls Professionals publications. ACP’s definition of publications includes, but not limited to, research reports, white papers, conceptual papers, marketing material, industry guidelines, preferred product guide, newsletters, journals, bulletins, fact sheets, portable guides, videos, blogs, podcasts, images, summaries, blueprints, and marketplace reports.

ACP's dissemination policy applies to printed or digital forms of all publications, without any exception. ACP’s President shall make any/all final decisions on the dissemination policy, including exceptions when made. Any ACP publications, printed or in digital format, published in collaboration with others, will be subject to dissemination terms as agreed upon by all parties contributing to the work and outcomes related to that specific publication.

For questions and additional information, please contact sudeep@acprofessionals.org